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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the Mexican moratorium of ,September 1982, the 
";-

LDC externaI debt proble:m has become a major point of economic 

debate. The present paper analyses the problem under a game-

-theoretical perspective. In fact, the conflicting (and also 

coincident) interests of debtors and creditors make G~ TheoD' 

the appropriate toei to analyse the problem, a·rather compli-

cated one since it i5 non-zero-sum, and since cooperation 

among players may emerge or noto 

The game-theoretical approach to the debt problem 

has been used by several authors. Simonsen (1985) has used it 

to study the free-rider behavior of banks under competitive 

1ending to overindebted LDC's. Roza (1985) has a dynamic 

version of Simonsen's modelo Krugman (1985)usesNash'soorgaining 

solution (Nash (1953». Simonsen (1988), Bu10w and Rogoff 

(1989a), Fernandez and Rosenthal (1988), and Fernandez and 

Glazer (1988,1989) use some dynamic form of bargaining, a 

trend started by Rublnsteil! (1982). Also Atkeson (1988) and 

Bulow and Rogoff (1989b) make use of repeated games 

with incomplete information to study repudiation and reputation 

effects. 

The present paper reviews each step of the LDC 

debt crisis using game-theoretical models whenever appropriatc. 

Section 2 describes how a number of LDC's have becom(~ 

overindebted, as was made explicit in Simonsen (1985). The 

following section, a game-theoretical interlude, present.s 

Rubinstein' s bargaining model underlining its intuitive economic 
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content, which is often obscured in sophisticated mathematical 

presentations. Section 4 describes the muddling-through 

approach to early stages of the debt crisis, and its 

implicit assumption. Th~ essential elements of the strategy, 

attributed to Paul Volcker and Jacques de la Rosi~re, were to 

diagnose the LDC debt crisis as a liquidity rather than a 

solvency problem; to form a creditors' cartel, and to avoid 

the creation of a debtors' cartel. How the creditors' cartel 

was formed is analysed in section 5: an ingenuous set of rules 

for debt renegotiations transformed potential free riders into 

cooperative players.· Section 6 provides a retrospective apprdisal 

of the rnuddling-through strategy using Rubinstein's modelo 

The conclusion is that the Volcker-de la Rosi~re strategy was 

actually muddling-through. Neither indebted LDC's nor their 

private creditors were benefited by its rules, except for the 

fact that they were better than chaos (which might have 

emerged if alI banks acted as free riders). Intentionally or 

not, the strategy was successful in one single sense: that of 

sOlving the LDC debt problem with minimum costs to OECD 

taxpayers. Section 7 explains the difficulties ln forrning a 

debtors' cartel, a problem also analysed by Fernandez and 

Rosenthal (1988) and Fernandez an Glazer (1988,1989). Section 

8 describes what has been labeled as "de,bt fatigue", the 

reaction to the perception that the LDC debt problern was 

wrongly diagnosed by the muddling-through strategy. The 

cornplicationsof bargain under debt fatigue are stressed in 

section 9, using a game-theoretical apparatus that includcs 

Rubinstein's modelo The problem is that what appears as the 

natural solution to the LDC debt problern, namely, debt reduction, 
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involves both bargain with incomplete information and moral 

hazard. In short, except in the case of buy-backs and debt

-equit~ swaps, a debt-reduction agreement is not a once-for-

-alI settlement (since the debtor country may propose, after 

the settlement, a second round of debt reduction, and so on). 

Since that fact is not ignored by creditors, asymmetric info~ 

mation becomes a minus for the "bona-fide" debtor, as will be 

discussed in section la. How to play that game (which 

involve threats, moratoria, etc) 

research. 

is an open subject 

mq.y 

for 

l 

j 
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2. FROM PLEASANT TO UNPLEASANT DEBT ARITfrr~ETIC 

ExternaI debt dynamics can be summarized by the 

equation(*): 

z = (i-x)z + 9 (1) 

where z indicates the net debt-export ratio z its time deri-

vative, 9 the resource gap-export ratio, i the average interest 

rate on outstanding debt, and x the growth rate of exports. 

Net debt is to be understood as total foreign indebtedness 

minus reserves. Resource gap is defined a non-interest current-

-account deficit, minus direct investment, plus capital exp::>rts. 

Growth theories of the 1950's and 1960's accepted 

that capital should flow from industrial to less developed 

countries to improve the international allocation of resources. 

The assumption that the marginal ~roductivity of capital was 

a decreasing function of the capital-labor ratio meant that 

LDC's were natural capital absorbers. Foreign capital should 

help developing countries expand their exports and their GNP's, 

creating the conditions for future profit and interest 

remittances. Moreover, net capital inflows could exceed profit 

and interest remittances as long as LDC's were able to keep 

their exports growing at rates above the international interest 

rates, yielding a positive balance of payments transfer to 

developing countries. 

(*) lndicating by D the dollar net debt and by G the doI lar gap, D = iD+G 
is a balance of payments tauto1ogy. lf X stands for the do11ar ~rts, 
z = D/X and x = i/x and g = G/X, equation (1) is equiva1ent to the 
above mentioned tautology. 
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These post-Keynesian transfer models inspired most 

commercial-bank recYCling after the f~~st oil shock (1973-

1974). Statistical evidence of the 1960's and 1970's suggested 

that pleasant debt arithmetic could be sustained, in the sense 

. that LDC exports would grow at rates well above international 

interest rate on developing-count~y loans - London Interbank 

Ofter Rate (LIBOR) plus 1.5-percent-a-year spred averaged 

-10.7 percent a year, while exports of non-oil LDC's expanded 

at 21.1 percent. Under the x - i > O hypothesis, lending to 

LDC's offered little risk. Debtors would hardly seek a con

frontation with creditors as long as they were prepared to 

refinance alI the debt service, marking 9 = O in equation (1). 

And with 9 = O and a positive x - i differential, debt/export 

ratios would gradually falI, bringing credit-standing ratios 

to any desirable leveI. Furthermoie, with export growth 

consistently surpassing international 

resource-gap-export ratio 9 = {x-i}z 

interest 

could be 

without raising the debt-export coefficient. 

rates, a 

accommodated 

A sudden an~ un~nticipated shift from pleasant to 

unpleasant debt arithmetic in 1981-82 led to the debt crisis: 

average interest rates on commercial-bank loans to LDC's 

soared to 16.3 percent a year, while the annual growth rate 

of exports declined to 1 percent. With a; strongly negative 

negative x-i differential and with limited ef~orts by LDC's to 

reduce their resource gaps, debt-export ratios rase substantially 

in this two-year period, sometimes entering a dangerous zone 

(4.75 for Argentina, 4.14 for Brazil, 3.7 for Chile, 3.35 for 

Mexico). 
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Interest-export ratios in 1982 soared toalarming 

figures, because of both the increase in debt-export ratios 

and the explosion of the dollar interest rates: 53.6 percent 

in Argentina, 57.1 percent in Brazil, 49.5 percent in Chile, 

47.3 percent in Mexico. A crisis had become inevitable and 

and was triggered by the Mexican rnoratorium 

1982. 

in September, 

The shift from pleasant to unpleasant debt arithmetic 

was not only the central cause of the debt crisis. It also 

moved conventional wisdom on foreign lending from one pole to 

its opposite. Cline (1983), for example, on page 94 notes: 

"As widely recognized in the mid-1970's and again 

in 1979-80, bank lending played a socially valuable role in 

facilitating the financiaI recycling of OPEC surpluses to 

non-oil developing countries in the process o~ adjustment. 

Official lending responded only sluggishly, especially to 

middle-income countries, so that it was primarily bank lending 

that met the sharply increased néed for financing. Moreover, 

as was repeatedly pointed out at the time, if his lending had 

not been forthcoming, developing countries would have been 

forced to cut back their imports from industrial countries, 

causing an even sharper recession after the first oil shock". 

Under the pleasant debt arithmetic of the 1970's, 

this was the conventional view on lending to LDC's. Since 

unpleasant debt arithmetic led to the collapse of competitive 

recycling, conventional wisdom says that debtor contries must 

now transfer resources abroad because they overborrowed in 

the late 1970s. If externaI borrowing was used to finance 

-----------------------------------------------------~ 
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productive investment, dividends should now be collected to 

start repaying the debt, and this can be achieved with 

acceptable social costs. lf foreign loans were to 

consumption, exchange-rate overvaluation or capital 

finance 

flight, 

LDC's should now pay for their previous attempt to live beyond 

their means. Moreover, since the collapse of competitive 

recycling, witch-hunters discuss who is responsible for the 

debt_ c-risis, whether the commercial banks that lent 

imprudently or developing countries that borrowed irresponsibly. 

That a number of developing countries used their 

access to externaI credit markets in the 1970's to finance 

consumption, exchange-rate overvaluation and, in some cases, 

capital flight is a well-known story. (One may argue that the 

United States has been doing exactly the same since the 

beginning of the Reagan administration). That commercial ~s 

overlooked the fact that, money being fungible, Project finance 

was nothing but disguised balance-of-payments finance, has 

also been established. Furthermore,both lenders and borrowers 

w~Ye too confiàent regarding the susta inabili ty of the pleasant 

debt arithmetic of the 1960' s and 1970' s. Yet thewitch-hunting 

exercise reflects nothing but poor logic, since it does not 

even meet elementary probability tests. Until late 1982, 

commercial banks never behaved as collective, but rathe"r as 

independent, decision units. Similarly, debtor countries never 

coordinated their individual economic policies. The changesof 

crisis being precipitated by the errors of independent actors 

are minute, according to the law of large numbers. Hence, a 

plausible explanation for the debt crisis must rely on either 

some externaI factor or the inadequacy of _ the recycling 
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system, or both. 

The externaI factor was the United States' choiceto 

fight inflation with an unorthodox blend of tight monetaryand 

loose fiscal policies, a policy mix that could hardly be 

successful except under the floating exchange-rate regime,and 

that bears some similarities to some Latin-American attempts 

to fight inflation through exchange-rate overvaluation. In 

fact~ the change in the x-i differential in the debt-dynamics 

equation was much more violent in dollars than in yens or 

DM' s, both because of the abnormal increase l.n dollar interest 

rates between 1980 and 1982 and the ensuing doI lar appreciation. 

Since most LDC debts were dollar-denominated, for practical 

purposes the relevant x-i differential should be expressed in 

dollars. Yet the foregoing analysis suggests that, to a large 

extent, the debt crisis has much to do with the central role 

of the dollar in a world of floating exchange rates, variable 

interest rates and unstable rules of trade. Were the LDC 

debts predominantly yen-or DM-donominated, instead of dollar

-donominated, the developing-country debt problem might well 

be handled as a short cycle instead of a strong discontinuity. 

Excessive indebtedness would have been prevented in the late 

1970's,since arithmetic was much less pleasant in yens and 

in DM's than in dollars. Yet credit shortages would not have 

been so dramatic in 1982 and 1983, since the shift to -

unpleasant debt arithmetic would not h~ve been so violent as 

in dollar terms. 

The systemic flaw was that competitive balance-of

-payments finance by commercial banks emerged as an ad-hoc 
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response to the recycling puzzle after the first oil shock 

and not as a planned efficient system to bridge externaI 

current-account imbalances. In fact, it overlooked the fact 

that there is virtually no collateral on sovereign risk, a 

moral hazard problem that the Bretton-Woods agreement tried 

to solve by the bilateral monopoly approach to balance-of

-payments finance. Competitive recycling flourished because 

commercial banks, in contrast with official credit agencies, 

provided a timely response to the challenge of the first oil 

shock, namely, how to channel the OPEC surpluses to the oi 1-

-importing countries. This prompt action avoided an inter-

national economic collapse, where the major victims would have 

been the developing countries unable to attract funds from 

the major oil exporters. But it also set in motion a system 

of balance-of-payments finance with a strong externality bias. 

In fact, the credit-supply curve of a bank to a borrowing 

country was a function of the perceived credit-supply curves 

to this country by other banks. Under such types of externali 

ties, competitive markets do not meet· economic efficiency 

tests. They either tend to supply toa much, as before the debt 

shock, or too little, as after the Mexican moratorium in 

September, 1982. 

Since setting efficient institut~onal arrangements 

is a task for governments rather than for private enterprise, 

regulators are to be blamed for the lack of recognition of 

this externality trapo One can not even claim that it was an 

unprecedented issue: the collapse of international lending 

during the 1930's was a well-documented experience, which 

incidentally led to bilateral monopoly approache to balance-
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-of-payments finance in the Bretton Woods agreement. The 

regulators' acceptance of commercial-bank recycling after the 

first oil shock, not only as· a temporary bridge to the 

sluggish increase in official lending, but also as a permanent 

solution to the problem of non-oil LDC finance, can only be 

interpreted as shortsightedness. In short, the LDC credit 

bubble inflated under the applause of the regulators. 
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3. RUBINSTEIN' S BARGAIIHNG MODEL 

In order to discus~ the ~ame-theoretic aspects of 

debt negotiations, we shall mõke use of Rubinstein' s bargaining 

modelo It can be described as follows: two players can split 

a unit of a good, so that if the first receives xl E [O;lJ, 

the other will get x 2 = l-xl' Yet nei ther player gets anything 

until both reach an agreement on how to divide thc p::..c. The 

game starts in period O, with a proposal presented by one of 

the players. If the proposal 1.S accepted by the other player, 

the game comes to an end. If it is rejected, it continues for 

at least one more period of time, under the following rule: 

the player that rejects his opponent's proposal in period t 

should present a counterproposal in period t+l. This means that 

until an agreement is reached, proposals are made by one 

player in even periods an by the other player in odd periods. 

The payoff function u. (x. ,t) of Player i(i=1,2) is 
1. 1. 

continuous and strictly increasing in the share x. of the pie 
1. 

he gets, but a decreasing function of the period of time t 

when the final agreement is reached. This means that the good 

is valuable for both players but also that both incur a loss 

when postponing an agreement. Additional assumptions on 

u.(x.,t) are the following: 
1. 1. 

a) u. (1,00) < u. (x. ,t) for any positive x. and finite 
.1. 1. 1. . 1. 

ti 

b) if u. (x! ,0) 
1. 1. 

for any integer; 

u. (x. , 1), then u. (x! , t) =u . (x. , t+ 1) , 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

c) if u. (x! ,0) - u. (x., 1), then x.-x! 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

is a non-

decreasing function of xi' 
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Assumption a) means that getting a positive fraction 

of the pie at any finite period of time is preferrable to 

never coming to an agreement; assumption b) that costs of 

postponing an agreement ~re ~tationary with respect to time; 

assumption c) that the share of the pie that each player is 

prepared to give up to avoid a further period of negotiations 

is a non-decreasing function of what he might get. 

The above-described game has an infinity of Nash 

equi1ibria, but common sense suggests that the outcome of the 

bargaining process should be a subgame perfect equilibrium. 

Let us assume complete information, namely, that each player 

knows both his own payoff as well as that Df his opponent. 

Let sI E [O;lJ and S2 E [O;lJ be solutions of the system of 

equations: 

One can prove that in a subgame perfect equilibrium 

an agreement on how to divide the pie is reached in period O. 

lf the first proposal is made by Player 1, he will get 

Xl=sl' his opponent x 2=1-sl' lf the first proposal is made 

by Player 2, Player 1 gets x l =1-s2' Player. 2 recei ves x 2=s2' 

The idea behind Rubinstein's equations lS a very 

simple one. Let us assume that Player i expects to receive 

s. after the negotiations are concluded in period t+l. To come 
1 

to an agreement one period before, Player i will be willing to 

give up a share [.(s.) of the pie, which can be interpreted 
1 1 

as his waiting cost. 
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lf u~(s.,t+1) ~ u.(O,t), f.(s.) is determined by equation: 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

u.(s.-f.(s.),t) = u.(s.,t+1) 
1. 1. 1. 1. . 1. 1. 

or, given assumption b),. by: 

u.(s.-f.(s.),O) = u.(s.,I) 
1.. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

If u.(s.,t+I) < u.(O,t), \vhich is to say, u.(s.,l)< 
1. 1. 1. l l -

u.(O,O), f.(s.) = s .. Leaving the who1e pie to the opponent 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

is preferrab1e to receiving s~ one period later. In either 
..L. 

case, ~layer i's waiting cost is determined by: 

n.(s.-f.(s.),O) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

max { u. ( s . , 1 ), u. (O, O) } 
1. 1. 1. 

We can now rewrite Rubinstein'sequations 1.n terms 

of waiting costs: 

or, equiva1ently: 

l-s 2 

l-s 1 

Which is to say that in a sbgame perfecte,qui1ibrium the p1.e 

is split so as to equal the waiting cost for bot p1ayers. 

What makes Rubinstein's bargaining mode1 especia11y 

attractive is that it describes bargain as a non-cooperative 

game, but that eventua11y leads to cooperation, exactly what 

one shou1d expect from a realistic bargaining description.The 
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model leads to two important conclusions that seem to conform 

to empirical evidence: 

A) The player who lS allowed to presente the first 

proposal gets a plus. In"fact, sincef. (s.) 
l l 

> O for positive 

values of si' Rubinstein's equations yield sl+ s 2- 1 > o. Since 

the pie is divided according to (sl;l-sl) if Player 1 makes 

the first proposal, and according to (1-s 2 ;s2) if the first 

proposal is presented by Player 2, whoever is allowed to 

present the first proposal gets the surplus sl+ s 2- 1 . 

B) Increased waiting costs weaken the bargaining 

power of any player, as appears to be the key conclusion of 

Rubinstein's model. For a formal proof, let us assume that 

waiting costs are f
1

(sl) + ~h(sl) for Player 1, and f 2 (s2)for 

Player 2, leading to: 

One concludes immediately that if ~ increases, cannot 

increase and s2 cannot decrease. 

Some simp1e examples are presented be10w 

Examp1e 1: 

Rubinstein's equations yield: 



Hence: 

l-s = dls l 2 

l-s = d 2 s 2 1 

l-d 
2 

sI = 
l-dl d 2 

Example 2: 

ul(xl,t) = Xl-clt 

u
2

(x
2
,t) = x

2
-c 2t 

l-d 
1 s = 2 l-d l d 2 

Here both utility functions are linear, 

costs being lower for Player 1 than for Player 2. 

to Rubinstein's equations: 

l-s 
1 

Leading to: 

.15. 

waiting 

According 

The Player with the lowest waiting cost now gets 

the whole pie if he is allowed to make the first proposal. A 

curious case emerges when 1 < c l < c 2 . Her€, the player that 

presents the first offer takes the \vhole pie .. The conclusion 

is not surprising, since one period of delay costs more to 

either player than the value Df the pie. 

Example 3: 



are 

i) 

ii) 

Rubinstein's equations: 

l-s 
2 

l-s = max 1 

solved by: 

c 2 
sI = s2 

1-d 1 

sI = 1; s2 

l-d (l-c r 1 2 
= 

1-d 1 

= 1-d . 
l' 

.16. 
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4. THE MUDDLING-THROUGH STRATEGY AND ITS IMPLICIT ASSUMPTIONS 

In late 1982 and early 1983 the LCD crisis was 

officia11y diagnosed as a temporary liquidity prob1em that 

could be solved by a pump-priming effort. AlI that banks 
. . .~', . _. .. i"" 

needed to do was to ~e~inanée the principal and advance a few 
.. ,-' .. :... f . :. 

new money félCili ties at m'arket interest rates, since indebted 

LDC's,though i11i~uid, were plainly solvent. As for debtor 

countries, their access to voluntary credit would be restored 

after the implementation of IMF-supported adjustrnent programs. 

As a marketing strategy to handle the early sta9~s 

of the debt crisis, the pump-priming concept \l7as probabl y 

useful. The idea that indebted LDC's feced no solvency prob1em 

helped in forming a bank coalition to refinance the principal 

and part of the interest fa11ing due, the latter in the form 

of "new money facilities". At the same time, it tried to 

convince debtor countries that transfers abroad of 4 to 6 

percent of GNP should be looked on as a investimento to regain 

internationa1 credit-worthiness. 

The hidden assumption behind the pump-prlmlng 

diagnosis was that the wor1d economy would quickly turn back 

to the pleasant debt arithmetic of the 196d's and 1970' s. In 

short, LDC exports would grow ~t rates well above the inter-

national interest rates. Under that favorable scenario, debt/ 

export ratios would continuously falI, even if creditors 

accepted to refinance alI the LDC debt service,principal plus 

interest. As such, transfers abroad by LDC's had only to 
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speed up the improvement in their credit-standing coefficients 

until they regained access to volunta~y credit markets. 

The experience of the 1980's unfortunately suggests 

that the world has entered a phase of unpleasant debt 

arithrnetic, wi th international interest rates largely exceeding 

the growth rate of debtor-country exports, as shown in Table 

l. Under such unpleasant arithmetic, highly indebted nations 

TABLE I 

LATJN AMERICA: DEBT!EXPORT RATIOS 

(Percentages) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 19b7 

Latin America 

Oil exporting 
countries 

Bolivia 

Equador 

Mexico 

Peru 

Venezuela 

Non-oil exportine 
countries 

Argentina 

Brazil 

Colonbia 

Costa Rica 

Chile 

El Salvador 

Guatemala 

Haiti 

Honduras 

Nicaragua 

Panama 

Para[.uai 

Dominican Republic 

Uruguay 

SOURCE: EC LA 

230 

.214 

235 

212 

187 

262 

247 

220 

348 

147 162 202 

262 216 259 

229 207 239 

170 148 160 

243 236 273 

207 275 329 

359 321 313 

115 128 199 

204 184 229 

188 188 311 

74 97 174 

64 61 96 

116 

141 

194 

143 

144 

141 

87 

147 

369 

89 

152 

171 

141 

155 

180 

464 

92 

171 

168 

183 

321 345 321 

280 304 286 

392 441 459 

231 261 249 

335 345 321 

281 334 349 

200 227 206 

361 384 354 

i+75 485 488 

416 4111 353 

232 302 237 

286 312 294 

370 390 438 

220 232 234 

144 183 ~ 204 

152 

259 

703 

110 

195 

260 

276 

191 

270 

198 

279 

804 1,014 

149 151 

317 214 

267 

324 

258 

362 

346 

31~ 

528 

416 

422 

647 

387 

370 

767 

241 344 393 

3 5.3 l~ 57 377 

375 438 445 

226 341 300 

375 412 bOO 

fl81 636 7i2 

379 454 420 

295 232 246 

307 209 245 

457 411 343 

253 247 269 

226 225 240 

177 

314 

240 

294 

228 

32/; 

1,460 1,977 1,9GB 

145 131 1% 

163 

279 

392 

233 

259 

346 373 
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mUBt transfer abroad a sizeable proportion of their expor~ 

revenues simply to prevent further increases in the debt/export 

ratios. As an example I let us assume a country wi th 400 percent 

debt-export ratio, 2 percent a year export growth, and annual 

interest rates on the outstanding debt averaging 8 percent. 

To prevent further escalation of the debt/export coefficient, 

this country must permanently transfer abroad 24 percent of 

·its eiport revenues. 

The notion that the world economy has enterro a phase 

of adverse debt arithmetic (that is, that international inte~ 

est rates are likely to exceed the growth rate of exports of 

indebted LDC's in the foreseeable future) provides the 

funda~entals of vlhat was been called debt fatigue. 'I'he variam:; 

dimensions of the ~roblem will be .analysed in secticn 8. 

Curiously, some Latin-American countries have moved 

back to pleasant debt arithmetic, Chile being the most out

standing example. Brazil might be on the saroe track toc. Most 

Brazilian political leaders, however, insist that the foreign 

debt cannot be honored, which makes over-indebtness a self

-fulfilling diagnosis. 
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5. THE EMERGENCE OF ')'HR CREDITORS I CARTEL 

After the Mexican moratorium in late 1982: the sta-

bility of the international banking system was seriously 

challenged. Commercial banks suddenly realized that a number 

of LOC's were over-indebted. At this point t individual ban}: 

rationality clearly conflicted with collective creditors' 

rationality. From the individual point of view each creditor 

would be better off by interrupting new lending to LDC's and 

trying to collect alI the interest plus the principal falling 

due on outstanding loans. Yet since indebted LDC!s could not 

.print dollars or any other convertible currency, they \vould 

be unable to honor the contractual debt service with alI their 

creditors, in the absence of new money facilities. That was 

clearly a situation where a non-cooperative game leads to a 

Pare to inefficient equilibrium. Debtor countries would default. 

perhaps beig excluded from the international payments system. 

Yet a large number of commercial banks overexposed in sover-

ign risks might go bankyupt too, except lmder massive v':::.;sistance 

from OECD Central Banks, at the expense of the OECD taxpayer. 

How the game would be played non-cooperatively can 

be easily modeled. Let us indica~e by D the debt service of 

an illiquid debtor country falling due in 1983 (the 

following the Mexican moratoririm), akD being owed 

k th individual creditor. Let us indicate by J the 

year 

to the 

maximum 

amount that the debtor country would be willing to transfer 

abroad that year to avoid sanctions on default. We 5hal1 

assume that akD < .} < D (l-ak ) which is to say that, 

PUNDAÇAO GETULIO VARGAS 
BIBLIOTECA MARIO HENRIQUE SIMON~-

ln the 
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absence of new lending, the country would be prepared to honor 

its commitments with each of its creditors, individually, but 

not with all the others simultaneously. Let us indicate by 

Rk the amout of ne\-l lending offered by the k th credi tor, and 

by: 

The debtor country would l::)eL V.Ll.e its debt if D-R ~ J 

and default if D-R > J, in the former case transferring abroad 

D-R in the latter suspending the payments abroad. (This is a 

rea1istic assumption, since cross-default clauses in syndicated 

loans made default an "all or nothing" choice). 

would be: 

th 
Accordingly, the net receipt of the k--

- R 
k 

if 

if 

i.: R. ~ D-J 
J 

i.: R. < D-J 
J 

Let us assume that the objective of each 

creditor 

creditor 

was to choose Rk so as to maximize its net recepto The game 

has an infinity of Nash equilibria, which can be divided into 

two groups: 

A) The free-rider equilibrium,where each bank .... ,ould 

stop new lending to the indebted LDC, by taking Rk = O. 

B) Pare to efficient equilibria: any combination of 

Rk (R
k 

> O) such that: 
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How a Nash equilibrium is hit in a non-cooperative 

game with hundreds of players is a co~plicated issue, except 

in simple games where a dominant strategy is available for 

each player. The question becomes much more complicated in 

"games with multiple Nash equilibria, since pIayers may be 

encouraged to choose strategies that do not yield an equi-

librium. In the LDC debt problem of late 1982 and early 1983 

·one c~uld hardly believe that non-coorãinated action by the 

banks would lead to any solution except the free- rider behavior. 

In fact, there was no incentive for a bank to offer Rk > O in 

the absence of a guarantee that others would do the same, 

leading to r Rk ~ D-J. 

The muddIing-through strategy devised in late 1982 

by some international financiaI leaders, notably Paul Volcker 

and Jacques de la Rosiere, was a remarkable plce of game-

-theoretical perception,.even if it was not necessarily in-

spired by Game Theory experts. The central concept was to 

convince creditors to embark on the proportional burden-sharing 

strategies~ 

R = a (D-J) 
k k 

that would lead to a Pareto efficient equilibrium 

transfer game. 

of the 

That a creditors' cartel had to be formed to convince 

alI banks to play the proportional burden-sharing strategies 

was an obvious point, since there was no reason to expect 

that non-cooperative participants would coordinate anything 

but the free-rider solution. That the IMF and the G-7 Central 

Banks should set the rules for the functioning of the creditors' 
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cartel was an obvious point too. The remarkable perception was 

that a cartel with hundreds of participants could only be 

stable if a set of rules were established so as to transform 

"entering the cartel" the dominant strategy for each individual 

player. 

Accordingly, the following set 

established: 

of rules was 

(i) to apply for debt rescheduling and new money 

facilities, each illiquid debtor country should adopt an IMF

-supported adjustment programo As a result of the program,and 

of the IMF facili ties, the debtor country would transfer abroad 

to its private creditors a total amount of J biIIion dollars; 

(ii) as part of the IMF agreement, each creditor 

should provide new money faciIities to the country equal to 

Rj = ak(D-J), according to the principIe of equitable burden 

sharing; 

(iii) the debtor country should resume the paymentsto 

the banks only after all of them had signed the agreement; 

(iv) in case the country failed to meet the IMF 

performance criteria, both the IMF and the commercial-bank 

lending facilities would be automaticallY·interrupted. 

The new set of rules actually changed commercial-

-bank payoffs. Each bank's net receipts would be zero before 

alI entered the creditors' cartel, ak(D-J) after all had 

signed the agreement. Hence, the dominant strategy for all 

banks w~uld be to sign the agreement. 
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The emergence of the creditors' cartel under the 

Volcker-de la Rosiere strategy is to be blamed neither by 

debtor countries nor by their individual creditors, since ít 

was a Pareto improving scheme. In fact, one may agree that 

the formation of the creditors' cartel in the early stages of 

the debt crisis was a necessary condition for a satisfactory 

solution to the problem. 

The point is that, although necessary, it was not a 

sufficient condition. IMF-supported adjustment programs were 

often flawed from the technical point of view, and LDC's were 

probably kept. on a too-short leash to resume export-led growth, 

as will be analysed in the next section. Furthermore,as over

-indebted LDC's did not regaintheir access to voluntary credit 

markets, the credibility of tJ-?e binding rules of the creditors' 

cartel was considerably weakened among international banks. A 

creditor owing 0.1 percent of a LDC debt will hardly believe 

that a refinancing agreement will not be completed until he 

agrees to supply 0.1 percent of a new money facility provided 

to the country. He may well free-ride, and some other larger 

bank will take his share. This problem, in fact, did appear in 

the 1983-1984 debt packages, but was largely circunvented by 

moral suasion in the American sense, namely, by threats from 

the major Central Banks and the major com~ercial banks. Yet 

moral suasion cannot be repeated forever. Moreover, the emergen 

ce of a secondary market where LDC debts are priced at a 

discount offered a natural escape for potential free riders. 

As long as the LDC external-debt problem remains 

unresolved, the creditors' cartel can only weaken, given the 
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incentive of banks ~o defect and to sel1 their LDC cxposures 

at a discount in secondary méirkets. To ,,,hat ex tent this can 

benefi t or harm over- indebted LDC' s is a controversia1 quef'tion. 

On the one hand, they can benzfit from debt reduction, ac

cording to the Brady initiative. Yet, on the other hand, they 

wi11 have to 1ive with restricted access to international 

finanç:ing. 
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6. RUBINSTEINtS MODEL AND THE MUDDLING-THROUGH STRATEGY 

As previous1y noted, the LDC debt crisis was initially 

diagnosed as a temporary 1iquidi ty prob1em that could be solved 

by a pump-priming effort. Intentionally or not, this diagnosis 

was to create a set of be1iefs that would ~onvince p1ayers to 

act as if they were facing a game with complete information. 

Given the case-by-case approach, as far as debtor countries 

were concerned, the muddling-through strategy might be 

described in terms of Rubinstein's model as follows: 

a) Player 1: The creditors' carte1; 

b) Player 2: An illiquid debtor country; 

c) The pie to be split: the dollar amount that the 

illiquid debtor country would be willing to transfer abroad 

to reconquer its access to voluntary credit markets; 

d) Waiting costs for Player 1: worsened quarter1y 

earnings to be recovered after the agreement with the debtor 

countrYi 

e) Waiting costs f,Or Player 2: immediate 10ss of 
.h"_,-'''':· 

""-~~ < 

commercial credit lines, leading to possible exclusion from 

normal channels of trade. 

It appears, in retrospect, that this diagnosis, as 

we11 as the ru1es of the muddling-through strategy, were 

intended to maximize transfers abroad by illiquid debtor countries. 

In fact: 

i) The assumption that indebted LDC's faced no 

solvency problem led to the underestimation of waiting costs 
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for/the creditors' cartel~ In fact, alI creditors would incur 
.: -'i. t. 

would be temporary losses to be recovered 'with interest charges 

and penalties at some future date; 

ii} The idea that over- indebted LDC' s would reconquer 

their access to voluntary credit markets after the adoption 

of IMF-supported adjustment programs helped to increase the 

size.of the pie. In fact, transfers abroad by LDC's were 

viewed as a temporary sacrifice to restore creditworthiness, 

and not as a permanent cost to avoid sanctions on default; 

iii} The notion that arrears would lead to the 

immediate collapse of commercial credi t lines, which experience 

proved to be an all-or-nothing exaggeration, overestimated 

the waiting costs for indebted LDC's; 

iv} The distinction between new money facilities, 

(intended to allow debtor countries to fully service their 

interest obligations) and partial intere~t capitalization, 

was kept as a crucial element of the muddling-through 

strategy, the main excuse being that bank regulators would never 

accept partial interest capitalization as a normal banking 

practice, even in the case of sovereign risks. Of course, new 

money facili ties would lead to relending in local debtor-country 

currencies, but the same result might be i achieved if. the 

capitalized part of the interest obligations were paid to the 

banks in local currencies, which might be used too for new 

loans. One can hardly ascribe such a distinctjon to the 

shortsightedness of bank regulators. A more convincing 

expanation is provided by the surplus of the player who makes 

the first propasal in Rubinstein I s modelo Under the scheme of new 
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money facilities, the creditors' cartel had the initíative of 

the first offer. That might well be pa~sed to any individual 

debtor country, were interest capitalization to be accepted 

as part of the rules of the game; 

v) The country-by-countryapproach followed a 

natural logic, since no two debtor countries face exactly the 

same problems, but this is toa much a taütology to be part of 

a debt-managing strategy. Indeed," what was in question was to 

avoid the formation of "a debtors' cartel. What the consequences 

of the emergence of such a cartelwould be can easily be 

described in terms of Rubinstein's modelo Waiting costs would 

not change for each individual debtor country. But for the 

creditors' cartel, it would simply become the sum of the 

waiting costs of ail the individual countries' negotiations. 

Assuming a linear utility function, u.(s.,t) = s.-c.t, one 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

might imagine that, under the muddling-through operational 

rules, transfers abroad by indebted LDC's were pushed to the 

maximum acceptance leveI, wheres interest capitalization managed 

by a debtors' cartel would lead to minute transfers abroad by 

indebted LDC's. 

Summing up, intentionally or not, the muddling-

-through strategy kept debtor countries on a short 
I •• 

leash, 

inducing them to transfer abroad as much as they were prepared 

to do to rega in access to international credit markets. That 

the strategy disregarded debt dynamics has already been noted. 

Renewed access to voluntary loans in excess of debt servicing 

would only have been feasible if debtor-contry adjustment 

policies were to yield export-led growth, as in the case of 
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South Korea. Yet under strict external-credit rationing that 

was hard to achieve. Latin America re9~ced its current-account 

deficits not because of well planned macroeconomic policies, 

but simply as the result of a budget constraint. That forced 

'them to reduce imports. 

The recognition that the muddling-through strategy 

was based on a false set of beliefs led to what has been 

labeled "debt fatigue". In terms,of Rubinstein's model, the 

perception that debtor-country transfers abroad were to 

remain as a long-term problem rather tlmn simply as a temporary 

effort, reduced the -size of the transfer pie. In fact, transfers 

abroad by refinancing countries are no longer perceived as 

an investiment to rega in international creditworthiness, but 

as a cost to avoid 'sanctions on default. Such sanctions serve 

as a threat, but not as a threat beyond any doubt, since they 

would bring no benefit to creditors. As' such, it is now 

understood that the muddling-through strategy has largely 

underestimated the waiting cost for banks and largely 

overestimated the waiting costs for badly-behaved debtor 

countries. 

To what extent the muddling-through strategy should 

be considered a success or a failure, , depends on the 
, . 

assumptions on its objectives. From the LDC perspective of 

regaining access to voluntary c'redit it was an obvious failure. 

From the creditors' cartel point of view, it did not make 

debtor countries solvent, but simply postponed the recognition 

of sovereign risk losses. Yet, if the objetive was to keep 

the international banking system alive at minirnurn cost 
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to the OECD taxpayer, the strategy was a complete success .. In 
-

fact, in late 1982 and early 1983 debtor-country default 

threatened massive commercial-bank bankrupteies, that would 

have to be compensated by OECD taxpayer contributions to 

. prevents a new Great Depression. The muddling-through strategy -1 

did not solve the debt problem, but was able to buy time. In 

the interim period, banks strengthened their capital base 

.enough to en able them to cushion thcir LDC exposurcs with 

appropriate loan-Ioss reserves. 
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7. THE DIFFICULTIES BEHIND THE DEBTORS' CARTEL 

In a repeated game, the ability of players to 

collude is limited by the discount rate, and the size of the 

penalties the players may impose upon a player which defects 

from the cartel. For the optimal subgame perfect punishment 

in repeated games, see Abreu '(1986,1988)'. 

Fernandez and Glazer (1989) correctly identify the 

main difficulty for the formation of a debtors' cartel: the 

inability of the countries to precommit to act as a cartel. 

In fact, since creditor banks have the right to make offers ' 

to the debtor countries independently, the countries may be 

tempted to get a one-shot gain by deviating from the collusive 

behavior and óbtaining a faster d~al with the creditors. 

The question that comes to mind' is: why is it so 

difficult for countries to commit to a cooperative behavior? 

The answer involves the theory of repeated games. Suppose the 

countries may either collude, or else act with discretion. In 

the latter case we would observe no cartel. Assume there are 

n countries and the one-shot payoff function of country 1 is 

u.(sl' .•. 's ). i=l, ... ,n. 
1 n 

Assume also we are interested in 

two-strategy profiles: sc ( cc) ;. 1 . = 11' ... , sn th'e carte strategles 

d d d and s = (SI' ... ,sn) the discretionary strategies, 1.e., sd 

is a Nash equilibrium of the one-shot game. Suppose the payoffs 

of country i are discounted at the factor O < ~. < 1, 
1 

i = 1, 

... ,n. We wil1 restrict our attention to very simp1e subgame 

perfect dynamic strategies, as in Friedman (1971). 
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The strategy of country i will be to cooperate in 

time t (playing s~) if alI the other contries have cooperated 
1 

until time t-l. If any country has deviated, then country i 

d will play its discretionary strategy fron then on (s.). 
1 

It is immediate to check that if such strategies 

form a Nash equilibrium of the repeated game, then: 

a) The outcome will be cooperation every perioã, 

which means the cartel is sustained in the long run; 

b) The strategies are also a subgame perfect Nash 

equilibrium. This occurs because sd is a one-shot Nash equi-

Iibrium. Hence, if the above dynamic strategies are a Nash 

equiIibrium the threat to revert to the discretionary profile 

is a credible one. 

It is easy to see that 'our dynamic strategies are 

a Nash equilibrium if and only if no country has any incentive 

to deviate uniIaterally from them at any periodo Assume that 

the maximum payoff that country i could obtain by deviating 

. (I c) h c _ ( c c c c) th t . 
lS U. s., s . , w ere s . - sI' ... , s. I' s. 1' .• o, s , a lS 

1 1 -1 -1 1- 1+ n 

to say, the cartel profile of alI the countries except i, and 

s! the most profitable deviation of country i from the cartel 
1 

behavioro 

Since we are looking at discounted games, we may 

take this deviation to be at time 1, with no loss of generali 

tyo The gain that country i has by deviating is: 

u. (s!, sCl) - u. (s<?) o 

11- 1 1 
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The loss it incurs is the presente value tomorrow 

of the difference between the payoff iu"the cartel profile and 

the payoff in the discretionary profile: 

6 . 
1 

1-6. 
1 

(u. (s<:=) - u. (s~». 
1 1 1 1 

Therefore, the dyn~mic strateg~es described 

are a subgame per~ect equilibrium if and only if: 

6. 
1 

1-6. 
1 

(u.(s<:=) - u.(s~» > u.(s!,SC
l

) - u.(s7) for alI i. 
1 1 1 1 11- 1 1 

Given the fact there are many contries, if 

above 

(3) 

debtor 

countries formed a cartel, it could be in the interest of the 

creditor's cartel to offer one of the debtor contries some 

advantages in order to break inequality (3) and thus destroy 

the cartel. 

This is what has prevented the formation of a debtors ' 

cartel. Up to now the banks have been successful in preventing 

the collusion of countries. As soon as some countries decide 

to join in a cartel, the banks give advantages to one of them, 

and the cartel is called off. Also, as it has been happening 

up to now, the advantages one country rc~~ivcs sooner or later 

spread to the other countries, so that they alI becorne ready 

to form a cartel again, and so on. 

This leads to a maln conclusion: banks are continu-

ously declaying the formation of the cartel, but debtor 

countries are slowly enjoying more and more advantages. 
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In fact, inequality (3) describes the requirements 

for the stability of a debtors' cartel. Two factores come into 

play: the discount rate of the countries, and the maximum 

gain from deviation. The higher the discount factor (that is, 

the more the country is patient), the more likely is the 

cartel to be stable. The same happens, the less a country 

gains with the deviation from the carte. Difficulties in 

forming a debtors' cartel come from three fators; i) the low 

trade volume among debtor countriesi ii) the lack of political 

solidarity among such debtor countries; iii) as a consequence, 

te lack of significante of the sanctions that a debtors'cartel 

might impose on deviant LDC's. 

In order to see why this is so, notice first that 

the determinants of the impatience of a country are the its 

international reserves and the amount of trade done in barter 

terms. The more these increase, the less impatient the 

countries are, since the main costs a country faces are the 

losses of credit lines. Second, the determinants of the gains 

with the deviation from the cartel are three. First, as we 

have said before, the advantages that the banks gave in 

previous arrangements become incorporated into the payoff 

function of alI countries. This decreases the amount on the 

right hand side of (3). Second, if the amount of trade among 

debtor countries increases, not only do they become less 

impatient, but the economic sanctions that the other members 

of the cartel can impose on a deviant country also increase, 

making the one-shot gain less valuable. Third, if the Latin-

-American political solidarity increases, political 

may take the role of greater trade. 

suasion 
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8. DEBT FATIGUE: A DESCRIPTION 

The preceding discussion on the muddling-through 

strategies and failure t"o solve the LDC debt problem provides 

the fundamentaIs of what has been called "debt fatigue".Under 

unpleasant debt arithmetic, creditors can no longer impose 

their conditions based ou the threat that bad debtors will be 

excluded from future voluntary loans. In fact, what matters 

for debtors is not to regain access to future voluntary loans, 

but to future loans in excess of debt service, and that cannot 

be sustained once export growth rates lag behind interest rates. 

As such, creditors can only collect their claims on the b~sis 

of the threat of sanctions on default. Yet sanctions, while 

substantially harming the defaulting country, would bring 

little or no benefit to its cred~tors, since there are 

virtually no collaterals on transfer risks. They are then a 

powerful threat against outright debt repudiation, wich would 

exclude the bad debtor from the international payments system, 

but not against intermediate proposals involving partial debt 

relief. 

The potential for bargain under the debt fatigue 

scenario was advanced by Krugman (1985). 

"Let us suppose a debtor country offers to pay part 

of its debt provided its creditors refrain from declaring the 

country in default and invoking their sanctions. Ex ante, 

credi tors would like to commi t themsel ves to :irnposing sanctions 

when a country attempts to evade its obligations; but ex post, 

the creditors might prefer to renegotiate terms rather than 
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10se- a11 their c1aims. Therefore, creditors, a1though theycan 

impose serious costs on defau1ting nations, may have a prob1em 

makine _ credib1e the threat that they wi11 actua11y these costs. 

Why, then de countries free1y seek to renegotiate 

the terms of their debt? Creditors might impose sanctions, 

for as 1east two reasons. The first is that creditors may view 

themse1ves as p1aying a "repeated game" in which reputationis 

important. The second is that creditors are not perfectly 

co11usive and may have an individual interest in invoking 

sanctions even if co11ective1y they would be better off not 

doing so. 

The repeated-game argument is one that comes from 

pure theory, but it does seem quite realistic. lf creditors 

be1ieve that 1eniency with one debtor wi11 result in demands 

from others for renegotiation, the additiona1 cost may make 

creditors unwil1ing to be 1enient. Recognition of this un

wi1lingness may make debtors pay; and the resu1t wi11 be a 

se1f-sustaining set of be1iefs. 

An interesting fact about this explantion is that 

it might provide an incentive for debtors to form a carte1 

Creditors who are wi11ing to discipline one debtor as an 

examp1e to others might not be ab1e to m~~e the threat to 

discipline severa1 at once we know that a debtors' carte1was 

proposed in 1982. The incentive to form one sti11 exists". 

The formation of 10an-loss reserves by commercia1 

banks apparently reinforces Krugman's argumento What makes 

the debt game much more complicated than the one described by 
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Paul Krugman is that a credible offer by a debtor country to 

pay a fraction of its debt, provided the remaining part is 

forgiven, requires an additional guarantee that cannot be 

easily produced were a çountry prepared to pay cash part of 

its externaI debt as a definite sett lement, it might accept 

to write-off the remaining parto In fact, this is how Bolivia 

has recently settled part of its debt for 11 percent of its 

face value. Bolivia presents an extreme case, but surely 

other Latin American countries would get partial debt relief 

were they prepared to buy-back forty or fifity percent of 

their outstanding debts. The problem, of course, is that no 

big international debtor has accumulated foreign reserves in 

that amount. If they had, they would have been excluded from 

the list of the big international debtors~ 

Debt subordination has·been a poor suggestion, as 

indicated by the frustrated Brazilian proposal of 1987 of 

swapping bonds for promissory notes at a 30 percent discount. 

The rationale behind the Brazilian proposal was an implicit 

rule of debt subordination: in fact, i.n 1987, Brazil suspended 

the interest payments to commercial banks, while fully honoring 

the principal and interest on bonds. As a result, discounts 

on Brazilian commercial-bank debt were much larger than dis-.. 
counts of Brazilian bonds. What made the 'debt-swap proposal 

unacceptable was that the subordination rule was not mandated 

by internaional law, but was simply decided by the debtor 

country. Were Brazilian debts largety swapped from promissory 

notes to bonds, the country might choose the opposite rule, 

fully honoring the promissory notes and defaulting on bonds. 
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Credit enhacements for exit bonds appear as a much 

more promising solution and they were successfulfly used in 

the recent debt-reduction negotiation of Mexico with c~rcial 

banks. To what extent they may be used to reduce the country's 

foreign debt will be discussed in section 10. 

, 

J 
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9. BARGAIN UNDER DEBT FATIGUE 

Debt fatigue has dismatled the set of beliefs that 

inspired the muddling-through strategy and the formation of 

the creditors' cartela The pie to be split is no longer the 

short-run amount of transfers abroad by LDC's, but their 

medibm and long-term debt with commercial banks. Loan-Ioss 

reserves, secondary-market prices of LDC debt and banks' stock 

prices clearly reflect that a potential for debt reduction 

does existo The Brady Plan is simply the recognition of this 

potential. The praticaI problem is how it can be implemented. 

Bargaining models assuming complete information are 

easy to develop. Moving from stocks to flows, the pie to be 

split is the ámout of interest iD to be transferred abroad by 

each indebted LDC. That may be reduced to iD' after partial 

debt relief. The LDC's gross domestic product is assumed to 

be Y if it cooperates with its creditors, Y-T in the case of 

confrontation. T is to be understood as the cost of confron-

tation, in terms of trade losses because of exclusion from 

normal international payment channels. What actually matters 

for the indebted LDC is its gross national product, equal to 

Y-iD' after.a debt settlement, or to Y-T .in case of impasse. . . . 
As to creditors, they receive nothing in case of impasse 

(assuming no collateral on transfer risks), iD' in case of a 

cooperative agreement. 

Assuming linear utility functions for both players, 

the Nash.bargaining arbitration would be given by: 
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iD' = min {iD,T/2} 

In short, a country would be. eligible for debt reduction as 

long as the costs of confrontation with creditors exceeded 

the double of its intere~t bill. In this case, debt relief 

schemes should lower the interest bill to half on the costs 

of confrontation. Shapley's values, incidentally, would lead 

to the same solution. In a world of floating interest rates, 

the model leads to an important conclusion: the ideal formula 

of debt reduction is an indirect one, where what is reduced 

is not the debt, but the interest rate, with fixed-rate exit 

bonds (at off-market rates, of course). 

An essential property of the Nash bargaining solution 

is that it describes debt reduction as a one-for-all negoti

ation: one thé country I s externaI interest bill has been reduced 

to T/2, there is no room for a second round of debt reduction. 

(The model assumes complete information and a constant T over 

time) . 

The problem with Nash's solution, as weJl as with 

Shapley values, is that they offer sensible suggestions for 

arbitration by some international court, but have little to 

do with a real bargain, which is much better described by 

Rubinstein's modelo According to the latter model, the LDC's 

externaI debt would be reduced from D to DS l , if the first 

offer were made by the creditors ' cartel, and from D to 

D(1-s2) were the first offer to be made by the LDC. One should 

expect that after the debt had been reduced from D to DI there 

would be no room for any further bargaining round. In short, 

that for an externaI debt DI, one would have sI = 1, s2 = o. 
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This is impossible in Rubinstein's model, which always yields 

As an example, let us assume proportional waiting 

costs for the creditors' cartel and linear waiting costs for 

the debtor country: 

Rubinstein's equations yield: 

SI = mln 
T 

{----
iD(l-d) 

I} 

s2 = max {l-q; 1 _ dT } 
lD(l-d) 

Were the creditors allowed to make the first offer, 

the model would lead to apparently straign~forward results: a 

country would be eligible for debt reduciton if and only if 

iD > T/(l-d). Its interest bill would then bereduced to 

iD' = T/(l-d), and at this reduced leveI would no longe r be 

subject to further relief. The point is that, once the debt 

were settled at a lower leveI, the debtor country could reopen 

the negotiations with the right of a firs~ offer, and r.educe 

again its debt, by a factor l-do 

The conclusion is that debt reduction cannot be 

modeled in Rubinstein's terms for a simple reason: Rubinstein's 

model assumes that once players have agreed on how to split 

the pie; they may as well go home with the results of the 

bargain and never meet again. It might be used to describe debt 

'1 
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reduction through a major buy-back. Yet, at least in the short 

run, over-indebted LDC's have no reserv~s to acquire alI their 

commercial banking debt through buy-backs. As such, debt 

reduction negotiations, like the one recently concluded by 

Mexico, does not split the pie in Rubinstein's terms. Creditors 

give up a fraction of the pie, but the remaining part can 

potentially be subject to future renegotiations. This naturally 

"limits the amout of debt relief a country may receive as will 

be discussed in next section. 
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10. DEBT REDUCTION WITH INCOMPLETE INFORMATION 

The foregoing discussion raises the fundamental 

problem of debt bargain with incomplete information. Why 

should creditors forgive part of a country's externaI debt in 

the absence of a guarantee that the non-forgiven part will be 

.fully.honored? 

An incentive to partial debt relief 18 apparently 

provided by the following argument: a reduction in the 

country's total debt will increase the market value of each 

of its dollar remaining debt. The problem is whether a Laffer 

curve effect may occur, rtamely whether the market value of 

the total debt can.be increase by partial debt relief. In 

short, whether xD is a decreasing funciton of D, x standing 

for the market value of a one-dollar nominal debt and D the 

total face value of the debt. 

In terms of ability to pay, the Laffer curve effect 

can probably be ruled out. Yet in sovereign debts what counts 

is not only the ability to pay, but also the willingness to 

pay, which may be enhanced by debt reduction. This explains 

many of the international debt settlements after the Great 

Depression. 

Two obstacles stand against debt-reduction negotiations 

based on the Laffer-curve effect. First, what is being 

currently discussed is a reduction in LDC commercial-bank debt, 

but not in their debt with official credit agencies. Second, 

commercial-bank directors can hardly explain to their 

shareholders why they have forgiven part of a country's debt in 
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the absence of additional guarantees. 

The answer to this problem was found in the recent 

Mexican agreement with commercial banks. To negotiate debt 

reduction, debtor countries should offer enhacements to their 

creditors. An enhacement is a guarantee that a fraction f of 

the previous face value of the debt will be fully honored. If 

may be provided by US-Treasury zero coupon bonds to cover the 

principal of exit-bonds issued by the country, or by other 

financiaI assets priced at par value in financiaI markets. 

What percentage 10d% of debt reduction can be obtained through 

the offer of enhancements depends on two olher variables: 

i) the market value x of a one-dollar debt of the COUI1try prior 

to the debt-reduction settlementi ii) the expected market 

value y of a 9ne-dollar non-enchanced debt of the country 

after the negotiation. One may assume that, since the total 

debt of the country has been reduced, x < y < 1. 

x = f + (l-d-f)y (4) 

which equals the market value of the country debt before and 

after the debt-reduction agreement. In the recent Mexican ne-

gotiations, a 35% relief was negotiated for 40 billion dollars 

of commercial-bank debt, in exchange for 7-billion-dollar en-

hancements (f=7/40=17,5%). Mexican 
, ; 

debts were previously 

negotiated at x=44%. Equation (4) indicatates' that markets 

expect that the non-enhanced parte of Mexican debt, after the 

new settlement, will be worth y=58% of its par value. 

Equation (4). leads to some important conclusions. 

First, if a country honestly intends to fully honor its 
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externaI commitments after a debt-reduction settelement,debt

-relief negotiations (impressive as they might be from the 

political point of view) are a poor solution, since markets 

will hardly take y=l. This simply reflects the fact the 

competitive markets do not work efficiently with asyrnrnetric 

information. The fact that markets take y < 1 displays the 

fact that a sovereign debtorcan change the states of nature. 

In short, sovereign rights become a minus in terms of market 

values, the honest paying for the dishonest. In this case, 

buy-backs may privide a less spectacular but a more effective 

mechanism of debt reduction, as advanced by Williamson(1988). 

Second, debtor countries may try to manage formula 

(4) so as to get a maximum discount d on the debt. For a 

given enhance~ent ratio f, that CQuld be achieved by lowering 

x (perhaps through a moratorium) and increasing y. The sug

gestion is obviously naive, since a contry hardly can manage 

x and y in opposite directions. Yet, even if y falls to its 

bottom leveI y = x, there is an incentive for the country to 

lower the market value of its debt. In fact, for y=x,equation 

(4) yields: 

l-x 
d = f 

x 
(-5) 

indicating that d is a decreasing function of x. Equation (5) 

apparently supports the idea that a unilateral moratorium 

sets the stage for an ideal negotiation from the debtor-country 

point of view. The question is that the enhancement ratio f 

depends on the availability of foreign reserves, which can 

be jeopardized by a moratorium because of the 108S of both 
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short-terrn credit lines and a reduction in the supply of 

official credito Moreover, a unilateral suspension on the 

payment of the debt service rnay hinder the country's reputation 

and lead to substantial capital flight, as apparently occurred 

in Brazil in 1987. 

Once again, the possibility of managing the parameters 

of equation (4), instead of being a plus, rnay be a minus for 

indebted LDC's,shich may be looked upon as sellers of lernons, 

the classical example of what happens under asymmetric infor

mation. Ideally, the Brady Plan should encourage official 

credit agencies to counteract so as to offset the distortions 

of such asymmetry. How that may be achieved in practice is a 

subject for further research. 
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